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slxw what these philosophers have done, to show how -adequate it all is. If he

isn't that, it isn't which it is not good to try to job in which you are

really interested. And so if a man is going to give his life %/{/ to it, his
a of

tendency is to think that he can develop phi1sophical].y/interpreting

the word and explaining the answer to the problems of life. And when a Christian

tries to do that, $ his tendency is to give a lip service to the Bible, say,

the Bible is true, God's word is true, there is no salvation apart from Christ,

God is the controller of everything, but philosophically we can prove all these
little

things. The jtLe is a sort of/extra thing that gives us, it's very helpful.

But Actually it's our philosophy that gibes us our answers. Arid if a man is a true

Christian and follow x the Scriptures and when he preaches he presents the
and se him / if

word of God, then God may bless him/but/his emphasis is on thinking that human

philosophy will prove Christianity, there is a danger, a great danger which
7 his

is is apt to lead some of %%Ø' followers to just what this verse descri}'es,
our

to making t%' own fire, and we will explain it, and we have gone through

philosophy, and we explain it. Now, that's not the biblical answer. And I

have known some wonderfully fine Christian fellows who have wanted to s erve

the Lord, and lead souls to know Him, who have got into that frame of mind
the rest of a

where they devoted/their life to trying to prove/certain philosophy, and trying

to prove that every little detail of this philosophy is correct, and they were

interested in proving the theory rather than presenting a Saviour. And I

have seen wonderfully fine fellows wasted, I thought, for Christian service

by that. I think that there is a tremendous danger in that. I zgxm was
very

grieved to see some fine Christians have got into that sort of
is ing

an attitude. Now, I would not say that this verse/specifically speak about

that (%%, but I would say that it is related. There is a tremendous danger in

this. And it is true to trust in the God of the Bible, and following the
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